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Visual effects artists and producers attend The Academy of Motion Picture Arts And Sciences Hosts Galactic Innovations: Star
Wars and Rogue One event at the Samuel Goldwyn Theater in Beverly Hills, California.

Russian dancers perform ‘The Sleeping Beauty,’ a ballet based on the musical composition by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, during a cultural festival held at Al-Dasma theatre in Kuwait City. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Lady Gaga delighted crowds in New York Friday with a
surprise appearance at a rally marking the 50th
anniversary of the Stonewall riots, as the city gears up

to welcome millions to its Gay Pride event that will feature
concerts from Madonna and Grace Jones. Stonewall Day
commemorates the June 1969 riots sparked by repeated
police raids on the Stonewall Inn-a well-known gay bar in
New York’s Greenwich Village-that proved to be a turning
point in the LGBTQ community’s struggle for civil rights.

“I really, really hope you celebrate every inch of who
you are today,” said the pop superstar, long beloved by
the LGBTQ community at the bash in Manhattan’s
Greenwich Village that featured rainbow flags, drag
queens and performances from stars including Alicia Keys.
“You were born this way and you are superstars,” she
shouted to applause, referencing the title of her 2011 hit
“Born This Way” that has became a gay rights anthem. 

Up to four million people are expected to attend the
city’s Gay Pride for this year’s milestone anniversary,
which comes as critics say Donald Trump’s Republican
administration has opened the door once again to overt
discrimination. “I look at the older generation and how you
have fought to create a safe, more tolerant space for our
youth,” said Gaga, sporting thigh-high glittering rainbow
platform boots, denim shorts with rainbow fringe and a
rainbow jacket over a black bandeau bra.

“It used to be unheard of to even come out of the clos-
et,” the 33-year-old continued, saying that today many
children “are aware of their ability to discover and name
their own sexual identities; their own gender identities.
They are finding themselves and they are not as afraid.”
“You did that! You created that space,” she said. Later,
politicians-some of them presidential hopefuls vying for
the chance to take on President Donald Trump-took to the
podium to urge the LGBTQ community to mobilize ahead
of the 2020 election.

“Are you ready to keep the flame of revolution burning
bright? Because the movement needs to stay alive,” New
York Mayor Bill de Blasio told the crowd of several thou-
sand. “I am the mayor of the largest LGBTQ community on
the face of the earth and I am proud of that,” de Blasio
said, after taking part in the first Democratic debate.
Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, also running for the White
House, said, “We are in a moment in our nation’s history
when your voices are needed like never before.”

“If we don’t fight today,” she said, we will lose the
progress of the last 50 years.” “Attacks on the trans com-
munity are on an increasing rise each day,” she said. “I will
not tolerate this-I know neither will you.” Admonishing
Trump’s White House as an “extremely oppressive admin-
istration”, the artist encouraged her audience to “love each
other, raise your voice, and, my gosh, vote. Don’t forget to
vote!” “If we keep injecting the world with this message of
unity and passion, imagine where we’ll be in another 50
years from today.”— AFP

Remember the scene when Luke Skywalker failed his
first attempt to blow up the Death Star? Or when
C3PO chased him up the stairs of his Tatooine

desert home? Of course you don’t-both were among
countless improvised changes made to the original “Star
Wars” due to budget, time and technological restraints,
its creators explained at the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences in Beverly Hills on Thursday.

At an event celebrating visual effects innovation in the
classic sci-films, luminaries who created George Lucas’s
1977 blockbuster contrasted their world of filming-and
sometimes blowing up-wooden Star Destroyer models
with today’s digital masterpieces. “The technology and
techniques of the 70s put considerable constraints on the
way shots had to be staged,” said John Knoll, chief cre-
ative officer of Lucasfilm effects company Industrial
Light and Magic (ILM).

“By that I don’t mean just whether it looked good or
not but whether you could actually put the thing together
at all!” He pointed to the suit worn by C3PO actor
Anthony Daniels, which severely restricted his vision and
range of motion in the original films. On two occasions
where the robotic character is supposed to follow
humans up or down stairs, editors had to cut or pan away
just in time to obscure the impossibility of Daniels tack-
ling the steps in his clunky suit.

By contrast, the human-shaped droid in 2016’s Star
Wars film Rogue One was entirely CGI. While the first

film was put together in a stuffy Los Angeles warehouse
with no air-conditioning for $11 million, Rogue One cost
$200 million to produce. Marcia Lucas, who won an
Oscar for editing “Star Wars,” explained how she cob-
bled together an early impression of the film’s climactic
fight scene from World War Two footage, to assist the
visual effects artists-and realized a drastic change was
required.

“In the script when Luke goes down and makes his
trench run he uses the computer and he misses the shot,”
she said. “So he goes back up to a dogfight, he has to go
down again and make a second run.” Viewing her
footage, the team agreed to cut out the first run entirely.
“ILM was very pleased that they didn’t have to do half of
the special effects shots that happened when he made
two runs,” said Lucas, ex-wife of George, adding: “We
saved some money!”—AFP

President of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences John Bailey is flanked by Storm Troopers at The
Academy of Motion Picture Arts And Sciences Hosts Galactic
Innovations: Star Wars and Rogue One event at the Samuel
Goldwyn Theater in Beverly Hills. — AFP photos

In this photo taken Lady Gaga speaks onstage during Pride
Live’s 2019 Stonewall Day in New York City. — AFP


